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The Harrison-Zeldovi h spe trum { short history

First step: parti le reation and va uum polarization in an
external homogeneous gravitational eld
Similar to ele tron-positron reation by an ele tri eld. From
the diagrammati point of view: one-loop orre tion to the
propagator of an external gravitational eld from all quantum
matter elds. Parti le reation: an imaginary part of this
diagram, nite outside singularities, does not require
renormalization. Total average value of the EMT: in ludes real
parti le reation and va uum polarization, requires
renormalization.
First pioneer papers of Ya. B. Zeldovi h on this topi :
1. Ya. B. Zeldovi h. Parti le produ tion in osmology. Pisma
Zh. Eksp. Teor. Phys. 12, 443 (1970) [JETP Lett. 12, 307
(1970)℄.
Estimate for the energy density of reated parti les:
"~ t .
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2. L. P. Pitaevski, Ya. B. Zeldovi h. On the possibility of
reation of parti les by a lassi al gravitational eld. Comm.
Math. Phys. 23, 185 (1971).
To obtain a non-zero < T > from va uum, the weak or null
energy onditions should be violated.
3. Ya. B. Zeldovi h, A. A. Starobinsky. Parti le reation and
va uum polarization in an anisotropi gravitational eld. Zh.
Eksp. Teor. Phys. 61, 2161 (1971) [Sov. Phys. { JETP 34,
1159 (1972)℄.
First method of regularization ("n-wave regularization", later
proved to be equivalent to the adiabati regularization
proposed by Fulling and Parker in 1974), proof of the
Zeldovi h 1970 estimate up to the ln t multiplier in va uum
polarization (not in reation of real parti les). Also later
proved to produ e the orre t value for the EMT tra e
onformal anomaly if rst al ulated for m 6= 0 and then the
limit m ! 0 is taken.


Se ond step: add metri u tuations - requires spa e-time
metri quantization.
Now it be omes a genuine quantum-gravitational e e t:
1. S alar perturbations: a ousti waves (phonons) inside the
Hubble radius.
2. Tensor perturbations: graviton reation.
Initially thought to o ur near anisotropi singularity. After the
Grish huk (1974) paper, it was understood that similar
amount of graviton reation o urs in the isotropi ase.
3. No primordial ve tor perturbations: in ompatible with the
isotropi behaviour of the early Universe.

Metri u tuations and the Harrison-Zeldovi h
initial spe trum

Third step: from parti les to eld and metri u tuations.
For s ales ex eeding the Hubble radius H where H  aa tt ,
the parti le notion is not well de ned. Instead, the eld
u tuations themselves be ome observable.
However, for a power-law behaviour of spa e-time metri
oeÆ ients, s alar metri u tuations generated from a
va uum initial state have a strongly blue-tilted spe trum and
are very small at astronomi al s ales. So, after an unsu essful
attempt to use phonon reation to produ e a at (s ale-free)
initial spe trum of s alar perturbations (1972), Zeldovi h
introdu ed it by hand:
Ya. B. Zeldovi h. A hypothesis, unifying the stru ture and the
entropy of the Universe. Mon. Not. R. Astr. So . 160, L1
(1972).
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Remarkable hypothesis whi h had been produ ing a very good
approximation to super-Hubble s alar metri perturbations for
many years. But now we have to go further and look for small
deviations from this spe trum.

The situation with initial onditions had hanged ompletely
after it was found ( rst, for gravitons in Starobinsky, 1979)
that initial va uum quantum u tuations an produ e an
approximately at spe trum of perturbations if a quasi-de
Sitter stage, jH_ j  H (later dubbed in ation) pre eded the
radiation dominated stage in the early Universe (this was rst
onje tured by Gliner in 1970).
H  aa where a(t ) is a s ale fa tor of an isotropi
homogeneous spatially at universe (a
Friedmann-Lema^itre-Robertson-Walker ba kground):
ds = dt a (t )(dx + dy + dz ) + small perturbations
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Main advantages of in ation

Aestheti elegan e
In ation { hypothesis about an almost maximally symmetri
(quasi-de Sitter) stage of the evolution of our Universe in the
past, before the hot Big Bang. If so, preferred initial
onditions for (quantum) inhomogeneities with suÆ iently
short wavelengths exist { the adiabati in-va uum ones. In
addition, these initial onditions represent an attra tor for a
mu h larger ompa t open set of initial onditions having a
non-zero measure in the spa e of all initial onditions.
Predi tability, proof and/or falsi ation
Given equations, this gives a possibility to al ulate all
subsequent evolution of the Universe up to the present time
and even further to the future. Thus, any on rete in ationary
model an be proved or disproved by observational data.
Naturalness of the hypothesis
Remarkable qualitative similarity between primordial and
present dark energy.

Present status of in ation

From "proving" in ation to using it as a tool
Present status of in ation: transition from "proving" it in
general and testing some of its simplest models to applying
the in ationary paradigm to investigate parti le physi s at
super-high energies and the a tual history of the Universe in
the remote past using real observational data on ns (k ) 1 and
r (k ).

Evolution of generated metri perturbations

One spatial Fourier mode / e i kr is onsidered.
For s ales of astronomi al and osmologi al interest, the e e t
of reation of metri perturbations o urs at the primordial de
Sitter (in ationary) stage when k  a(t )H (t ) where k  jkj
(the rst Hubble radius rossing).
After that, for a very long period when k  aH until the
se ond Hubble radius rossing (whi h o urs rather re ently at
the radiation or matter dominated stages), there exist one
mode of s alar (adiabati , density) perturbations and two
modes of tensor perturbations (primordial gravitational waves)
for whi h metri perturbations are onstant (in some gauge)
and independent of (unknown) lo al mi rophysi s due to the
ausality prin iple.

Classi al-to-quantum transition for the leading
modes of perturbations

In the superhorizon regime in the oordinate representation:
ds = dt a (t )(Ælm + hlm )dx l dx m ; l ; m = 1; 2; 3
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hlm = 2 (r)Ælm +

2
X

a=1

(a)
g (a) (r) elm

(a) lm(a)
ell (a) = 0; g (a;)l eml (a) = 0; elm
e
=1
ribes primordial s alar perturbations, g { primordial

 des
tensor perturbations (primordial gravitational waves (GW)).

Quantum-to- lassi al transition: in fa t, metri perturbations
hlm are quantum (operators in the Heisenberg representation)
and remain quantum up to the present time. But, after
omitting of a very small part, de aying with time, they be ome
ommuting and, thus, equivalent to lassi al ( -number)
sto hasti quantities with the Gaussian statisti s (up to small
terms quadrati in ; g ).
Remaining quantum oheren e: deterministi orrelation
between k and k modes - shows itself in the appearan e of
a ousti os illations (primordial os illations in ase of GW).

FLRW dynami s with a s alar eld

In the absen e of spatial urvature and other matter:
!
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H =
3 2 + V ()
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where  = 8G (~ = = 1).
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In ationary slow-roll dynami s

Slow-roll o urs if: jj  H j_ j; _  V , and then jH_ j  H .
Ne essary onditions: jV 0j  V ; jV 00 j   V . Then
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First obtained in A.mA. Starobinsky, Sov. Astron. Lett. 4, 82
ase and for a boun ing model.
(1978) in the V =
2 2
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Spe tral predi tions of the one- eld in ationary
s enario in GR

S alar (adiabati ) perturbations:
GH
128G Vk
H
P (k ) = k _ = _ k =
3Vk0
4  jH jk
where the index k means that the quantity is taken at the
moment t = tk of the Hubble radius rossing during in ation
for ea h spatial Fourier mode k = a(tk )H (tk ). Through this
relation, the number of e-folds from thek end of in ation ba k
in time N (t ) transforms to N (k ) = ln k where
kf = a(tf )H (tf ), tf denotes the end of in ation.
The spe tral slope
 0 !
Vk00
Vk
d ln P (k ) 1
2
=
3
ns (k ) 1 
d ln k

Vk
Vk
jns (k ) 1j  1
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Generi ally ns 6= 1 { deviation from the Harrison-Zeldovi h
spe trum is expe ted!
The spe ial ase when ns  1: V () /  in the slow-roll
approximation.
Omitting the slow-roll assumption:
p
p
let x = 4G ; y = B 4GH ; v (x ) = G B V ().
Then (A. A. Starobinsky, JETP Lett. 82, 169 (2005)):
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Translation "To dear Alexei Alexandrovi h
You have stepped further already { and I am very happy with
this Yours sin erely Ya. Zeldovi h"

Tensor perturbations (A. A. Starobinsky, JETP Lett. 50, 844
(1979)):
 0
16
GHk
d ln Pg (k )
1
Vk
P g (k ) =
;
ng (k ) 
=

d ln k
 Vk
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The onsisten y relation:
r (k ) 

Pg
P

_
= 16HjHk j = 8jng (k )j
2

k

Tensor perturbations are always suppressed by at least the
fa tor  8=N (k ) ompared to s alar ones. For the present
Hubble s ale, N (kH ) = (50 60).

Two kinds of deviations

1. Smooth deviations.
Small and slowly varying ns (k ) 1 and r (k ).
Expe ted.
2. Non-smooth deviations.
Require temporal break of slow-roll onditions. This in turn
requires some new physi s during in ation.
May be but need not be.

Out ome of re ent CMB observations

I. A year ago
The most important for the history of the early Universe are:
1. The primordial spe trum of s alar perturbations has been
measured and its deviation from the at spe trum ns = 1 in
the rst order in jns 1j  N has been dis overed (using
the multipole range ` > 40):
 n
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1 = 0:040  0:007
N.B.: The value is obtained under some natural assumptions,
the most riti al of them is N = 3, for N = 4 many things
have to be re onsidered and ns  1 is not ex luded.
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2. Neither the B-mode of CMB polarization, nor primordial
GW were dis overed: r < 0:11 at the 95% CL.
NB: The assumption: ns 1 = N  0:04 for all
N = 1 60 implies a lower bound on r . In parti ular, if
r  8jns 1j, then
V () = V (1 exp( ))
with   1 but not very small, and
8
r=
2
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Combined results from Plan k and other
experiments

P. A. R. Ade et al., arXiv:1303.5082

II. Three months ago
The BISEP2 ollaboration announ ed the dis overy of the
B-mode in the multipole range 30 < ` < 150: P. A. R. Ade et
al., arXiv:1403.3985 (for larger l it was dis overed earlier this
year with the amount in agreement from gravitational lensing
of s alar perturbations) with
r = 0:20
+0:07
0:05

The unsubtra ted result { ontains an unknown foreground
non-thermal part.
Consequen e { assuming the Einstein gravity:
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Consequen es of the would be dis overy of
primordial GW

If on rmed by an independent measurement:
1. Dis overy of a real singularity { a state of the Universe in
the past with a very high urvature (with H only 5 orders of
magnitude less than the Plan k mass).
2. Dis overy of a new lass of gravitational waves { primordial
ones.
3. De isive argument for the ne essity of quantization of
gravitational waves.
4. De isive test of the in ationary paradigm as a whole.
5. Dis overy of  20% deviation of the power spe trum of
s alar perturbations from a s ale-free one { new physi s during
in ation!

Non-smooth feature in the power spe trum

The most intriguing dis ordan e between WMAP and Plan k
results from one side and the BISEP2 ones from the other:
no sign of GW in the CMB temperature anisotropy spe trum.
Instead of the 1 + r  1:1 in rease of the total anisotropy
power spe trum over the multipole range 2  ` < 50, a
 10% depression is seen for 20 . ` . 40 (see e.g. Fig. 39 of
arXiv:1303.5076).
The feature exists even if r  N but the presen e of
r  0:1 makes it larger.
6:20
8

1

6:20 is the rounded value for
25 1 + 48 
9
385
(A. A. Starobinsky, Sov. Astron. Lett. 11, 133 (1985)). In
this expression, only the Sa hs-Wolfe e e t is taken into
a ount for s alar perturbations. Adding the Doppler and Silk
e e ts leads to the de rease of this number to  5 for the
range 20 . ` . 40.
More detailed analysis in D. K. Hazra, A. Sha eloo,
G. F. Smoot and A. A. Starobinsky, arXiv:1403.7786 :
the power-law form of P (k ) is ex luded at more than 3 CL.
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Broken s ale models des ribing both
WMAP-Plan k and BISEP2 data

Next step: "whipped in ation" D. K. Hazra, A. Sha eloo,
G. F. Smoot and A. A. Starobinsky, arXiv:1404.0360.
The model ontains a new s ale at whi h the e e tive in aton
potential has a feature whi h the in aton rosses about 50
e-folds before the end of in ation. The existen e of su h a
feature, in turn, requires some new physi s (e.g. fast phase
transition in a se ond eld oupled to the in aton).
V () = VS () + VR ()
VS () = p ; VR () = ( 0 )q ( 0 )
Best results for (p; q) = (2; 3).

Wiggles in the power spe trum

The e e t of the same order: an upward wiggle at `  40 and
a downward one at `  22.
Lesson: irrespe tive of a future analysis of foreground
ontamination in the BISEP2 result, features in the anisotropy
spe trum for 20 . ` . 40 on rmed by WMAP and Plan k
should be taken into a ount and studied seriously.
A more elaborated lass of model suggested by previous
studies of sharp features in the in aton potential aused, e.g.
by a fast phase transition o urred in another eld oupled to
the in aton during in ation:
WWI (Wiggly Whipped in ation)
D. K. Hazra, A. Sha eloo, G. F. Smoot and A. A. Starobinsky,
arXiv:1405.2012

In parti ular, the potential with a sudden hange of its rst
derivative:
V () =  + p (  ) (  )
whi h generalizes the exa tly soluble model onsidered in
A. A. Starobinsky, JETP Lett. 55, 489 (1992) produ es
2 ln L = 11:8 ompared to the best- tted power law
s alar spe trum, partly due to the better des ription of wiggles
at both `  40 and `  22.
A sharp feature in the potential leads to a rapid in rease of the
e e tive in aton mass, m = V 00 (), in the vi inity of  =  .
While m  2  10 GeV for  <  , it be omes of the order
of 10 GeV and larger at earlier times when    (but still
mu h less than the energy density s ale of the in aton
potential  3  10 GeV).
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Con lusions

On one hand, the measured primordial s alar (adiabati )
power spe trum is not far from the Harrison-Zeldovi h
one: jns 1j  1. On the other hand, its smooth
deviation from the HZ spe trum is dis overed de nitely.
I First, though in on lusive, eviden e for primordial GW
generated during in ation. The BISEP2 result taken
literally is the on rmation of the general predi tion
(made in 1979) of the early Universe s enario with the de
Sitter (in ationary) stage pre eding the radiation
dominated stage (the hot Big Bang).
I The derivation of this predi tion is based on gravity
(spa e-time metri ) quantization and requires very large
spa e-time urvature in the past of our Universe with a
hara teristi length only ve orders of magnitude larger
than the Plan k one.

I

However, would the BISEP2 result be on rmed, in ation
is not so simple: the s alar primordial power spe trum
deviates from a s ale-free one that implies the existen e
of some s ale (i.e. new physi s) during in ation.
I Though the Einstein gravity plus a minimally oupled
in aton remains suÆ ient for des ription of in ation with
existing observational data, modi ed (in parti ular,
s alar-tensor or f (R )) gravity an do it as well.
I The on eptual hange in utilizing CMB and other
observational data from "proving in ation" to using them
to determine the spe trum of parti le masses in the
energy range (10 10 ) GeV by making a
"tomographi " study of in ation.
I Ya. B. Zeldovi h was a great man, made mu h and was
at the right tra k in this area of osmology, but we have
to go further!
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